Hyena Canopy Camper
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Hyena Canopy Camper
Specification:

1. General specification
- construction made in monocoque technology
- structure made of 3mm aluminium
- pop-up roof – tent area for two people
- lifted bed - opens the lower camper area
- possibility to add many internal and external accessories

2. Top tent area
- roof gas cylinders hidden inside the roof capsule
- quality brand gas cylinders Stabilus are used to lift the roof
- on the roof of the tent, the possibility of adding additional cargo
- thermal insulation of the tent roof (Alu FOX foil + 30mm thermal foam)
- black roof lining
- bedside lamp
- USB port
- built-in wiring for front external halogen
- central entrance to the tent, 1.2 m high and 0.8 m wide
- the central entrance includes a fold-out roof
- the tent has two side trapezoidal windows with dimensions of 83x68hx56 cm
- aluminium telescopic ladder to enter the tent
- aluminium internal compartments
- control panel with usb port ready for adding additional electrical switches
- a bed made of an aluminum frame (in the basic version it is one-piece - it can be
divided as an option), dimensions 205x120 cm
- lifted up bed on gas cylinders
- mattress th. 50 mm in the basic version
- built-in external shower cubicle
- rear outer step with integrated brake light (optional 2 additional side lights)
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3. Canopy area
- 2 gullwing windows
- high-quality seals
- C5 Southco Gullwing window locks
- rear wall made of aluminum panels
- central door lifted up on gas actuators
- possibility to add additional accessories such as spare wheel arm, water tank
attachment, etc.
Canopy camper weight:
- base canopy camper weight 260-280 kg

The exact dimensions of the canopy camper are precisely dictated by the
dimensions of the car's bodywork. Here is a list of cars Hyena Canopy Camper
can be designed for.

Dodge Ram ** - Pricing requires contact
Isuzu D-Max
Ford Ranger
Ford Ranger Raptor
Jeep Gladiator
Mercedes X-Class
Nissan Navara
Toyota Hilux
Toyota Tundra ** - Pricing requires contact
VW Amorak

***If your car is not on the list please contact us for information about the
possibility of designing a Hyena Canopy Camper for your vehicle.
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Price

Price range
Hyena Canopy Camper:

10322 Euro (excl. VAT)

www.hyenaoverland.com

Order and time of completing the order
The order can be placed by e-mail.
The order and prepayments are determined individually.
The average time of completing the entire order in the basic version is 8-9 weeks
from the time of ordering the details for the canopy camper.
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ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
Price range
Integrated outside shower cubicle:
Exterior rear step / taillight panel:
Hyena folding camping table: 360 euro (excl. VAT)
Aluminium inner gullwing window pocket: 150 euro (excl. VAT)
Spare wheel arm: 850 euro (excl. VAT)
Aluminium gullwing interior: 280 euro (excl. VAT)
Aluminium mount for 10L water tank/ water tank 10L: 115 euro (excl. VAT)
Shower module built into the gullwing window: 145 euro (excl. VAT)

www.hyenaoverland.com
Additional accessories
- Integrated outside shower cubicle
Specification:
As standard, the tent part is equipped with a built-in Hyena shower cubicle.
Mounted on aluminum arms built into the side part of the tent, it creates a cabin
with dimensions of 146 x 96 cm when opened (it can accommodate two people). The
cabin is characterized by quick folding and unfolding, and due to the fact that
the arm system of the shower cabin is better integrated into the tent part, it is
better protected and more compact.

- Exterior rear step with build in stop LED light
Specification:
Aluminum rear step with a set of rear lights. The light system includes a third
brake light (standard) and two diffuser lights (optional). There is an option to
add other lights at the customer's request as an option (if the dimensions allow
it).
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-Hyena Camping Table
Specification:
It is an aluminum table with a steel frame and legs. It includes stainless steel
fittings / slides on which the table slides into rails (also made of stainless
steel). As a result, there is contact / slip between the stainless steels during
insertion. The rails are located in the Canopy Camper tent area (above the car's
roof). The table legs are opened with gas actuators. This makes it easier to
unfold and fold the table.

-Aluminium inner gullwing window pocket
Specification:
Aluminum pocket with a depth of 95mm / length 183mm / height 165 mm with an
additional strip that allows the installation of a safety net (the net is not
included).

-Spare wheel arm
Specification:
The steel arm of the spare wheel is fixed at three points in the closed position /
two points in the open position. The arm is mounted on 2x Uniball M16. The arm is
placed on a gas cylinder (it helps to open and keeps the frame open). A strong,
high-class lock (with security) is responsible for closing and opening the arm.
The arm has a strong locking system.
-Aluminium gullwing interior box
Specification:
Aluminum gullwing interior box is built of double walls, which allows easy
arrangement and individual space development. It can be equipped with shelves,
walls, etc.

-Aluminium mount for 10L water tank/ 10L water tank
Specification:
Aluminum basket for 10L water tank. The set includes a 10L plastic water tank
with a tap, ideal for running (non-drinking) water. The basket and the tank are
very easy to assemble and disassemble. Filling the water is a very simple process.

- Shower module
Specification:
High-quality shower module with a detachable handset (quick coupler), water
switch, hot and cold water regulation. It is ready to connect the water lines. The
module is mounted on the outside of the gullwing window, which allows you to
use the shower with the gullwing window closed in the Hyena shower cabin. The
module is locked with a key.
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www.hyenaoverland.com
www.instagram.com/hyenaoverland/
Video z Hyena Canopy Camper:
https://youtu.be/vFYQqmFFCYg
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